
Like expected, the wind conditions sho-
wed their calm side again yesterday. Pretty 
early in the morning became apparent, that 
no races would come about on the third 
day of the Hobie Multi Europeans 2011 as 
well. From the experiences of the last ra-
cing days, the participants have learned to 
live with the waiting for the improvement 
of the weather conditions. So the day was 
extensively used for sunbathing, playing 

volleyball or other activities. In the bright 
sunshine not even the smallest breeze wan-

ted to come up over the lake until the af-
ternoon. Also the hope for a race start in 
the afternoon seemed to relax in the sun 
this Friday. 

But even without a race on this day, the-
re was a change in the latest results of the 
Hobie Tiger class. The Bulgarian team 
Alexander Alexandrov and Maria Ale-
xandorva lost their good second place and 
fell back to the last place. The reason for 
this was a infringement of the sailing rules 
regarding the use of non-compliant sails. 
After a protest of other sailors, Alexand-
rov, who obviously didn’t know this rule, 
decided to give up all of his races. 

For today’s final racing day we hope again, 
that we will have good wind conditions 
and wish all the sailors good luck for the 
coming races.

Have a Hobie day!   [TB]

No races, but changes in placement
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Hobie EM 2011 - we were there!
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The latest European championship results for today

Hobie 16 gold fleet (after 6 races)

1st place Bernardo Arndt and Bruno Oliveira from Brazil

2nd place Enrique Figueroa and Victor Aponte from Puertorico

3rd place Smith Lucas Gonzalez and Smith Moira Gonzalez from Argentina

Hobie 16 silver fleet (after 5 races)

1st place Terrade Thomas Tiffon and Augustin Hugues from France

2nd place Boris Burgarella and Burgella Nans from France

3rd place Michaela Sattler and Thomas Fritsch from Austria

Hobie FX One (after 4 races)

1st place E.-Michael Mayer from Germany

2nd place Marc Verdaguer from Spain

3rd place Jörn Knop from Germany

Hobie Tiger (after 5 races)

1st place Christoph Beinlich from Germany

2nd place Alberto De Caro from Italy

3rd place Christian Riedel from Austria

Hobie Wildcat (after 5 races)

1st place Vittoro Bissaro and Lamberto Cesari from Italy

2nd place Jason Waterhouse and Josh McKnight from Australia

3rd place Gijs Pelt and Olivier Witteveen from the Netherlands
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In the evening today, the 
final prizegiving cere-
mony of the Hobie Multi 
Europeans 2011 will take 
place at the Marketplace 
in Breitenbrunn at 7 pm. 
A shuttle bus (GMOA-

Bus) will carry you from 6 pm to the event 
place in regular intervals. Departure will 
be at the arrival point of the seaside resort. 
If you come by car, there are two different 
parking places in the town. The first one 
is on the sports field and the second one is 
in the street “Am Anger”, both in Breiten-
brunn (see the map below). Both parking 
spaces will be specially signed for you, 

so please park your car only on the signed 
areas. Beside the prizegiving ceremony, on 
the marketplace will also take place the lo-
cal town festival. This event starts at 10 am 
in the morning and all of you are welcome 
to this festival. Please don’t forget to bring 
your vouchers, which you got at the regis-
tration. With these you can buy food and 
drinks on the different market stands.

To represent an international image, all 
teams are asked to wear their team dres-
ses, bring their national flags and gather 
according to their nations at the beginning 
of the prizegiving ceremony. Have a nice 
evening!        [TB]

Prize giving Ceremony at the marketplace in Breitenbrunn
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The Yachtclub Breitenbrunn thanks all of you for your coming 
and beeing part of the Hobie Multi Europeans 2011.
We hope, you had a nice time here in our club and look forward 
to see you again! Have a Hobie day!

Thomas Brückner


